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Abstract—The additive kernel least squares support vector
machine (AK-LS-SVM) has been well used in classification tasks
due to its inherent advantages. For example, additive kernels
work extremely well for some specific tasks, such as computer
vision classification, medical research, and some specialized scenarios. Moreover, the analytical solution using AK-LS-SVM can
formulate leave-one-out cross-validation error estimates in a
closed form for parameter tuning, which drastically reduces the
computational cost and guarantee the generalization performance
especially on small and medium datasets. However, AK-LS-SVM
still faces two main challenges: 1) improving the classification
performance of AK-LS-SVM and 2) saving time when performing a grid search for model selection. Inspired by the stacked
generalization principle and the transfer learning mechanism,
a layer-by-layer combination of AK-LS-SVM classifiers embedded with transfer learning is proposed in this paper. This new
classifier is called deep transfer additive kernel least square
support vector machine (DTA-LS-SVM) which overcomes these
two challenges. Also, considering that imbalanced datasets are
involved in many real-world scenarios, especially for medical
data analysis, the deep-transfer element is extended to compensate for this imbalance, thus leading to the development of
another new classifier iDTA-LS-SVM. In the hierarchical structure of both DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM, each layer has an
AK-LS-SVM and the predictions from the previous layer act as
an additional input feature for the current layer. Importantly,
transfer learning is also embedded to guarantee generalization consistency between the adjacent layers. Moreover, both
iDTA-LS-SVM and DTA-LS-SVM can ensure the minimal leaveone-out error by using the proposed fast leave-one-out cross
validation strategy on the training set in each layer. We compared the proposed classifiers DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM
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with the traditional LS-SVM and SVM using additive kernels
on seven public UCI datasets and one real world dataset. The
experimental results show that both DTA-LS-SVM and iDTALS-SVM exhibit better generalization performance and faster
learning speed.
Index Terms—Classification, deep architectures, support vector
machine (SVM), transfer learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE ADDITIVE kernel least squares support vector
machine (AK-LS-SVM) has been well used in many classification tasks due to its distinct advantages. For example, the
generalization performances of kernel-based learning methods
depend highly on the parameter selection, such as the model
selection of good values for regularization and kernel parameters. To make an unbiased selection, parameter selection
strategies based on the minimization of the leave-one-out cross
validation estimate is usually preferred but with unavoidably
expensive computation. However, since the analytical solution
of AK-LS-SVM can formulate a simple yet effective leaveone-out cross validation estimate in a closed form, it only has
a negligible additional computational cost [1]. This particularly benefits real world applications with small or medium
size datasets. For example, many medical applications involve
small or medium datasets due to the complex and/or expensive data collection processes and the concerns of the patients’
privacy. Therefore, it becomes necessary for us to minimize
the leave-one-out error on these datasets, which is an almost
unbiased estimator of the generalization error [1]. In these scenarios LS-SVM can improve the generalization performances
by using the fast leave-one-out cross validation estimate. Also,
in terms of additive kernels in AK-LS-SVM, a kernel is additive if it can be broken down into a sum of kernel functions
of each dimension [2], that is

T

k(x, y) =

d


k(xi , yi ).

(1)

i=1

Additive kernels are widely used in different classification and
regression tasks [3]–[5], such as the histogram intersection
kernel in (2), the χ 2 kernel in (3) and the additive Gaussian
kernel used in this paper [see (6)]
khist (x, y) =

d


min(xi , yi )

i=1
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(2)
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kχ 2 (x, y) =

2xi yi
.
xi + yi

(3)

In addition, additive kernels exhibit their advantages when
tackling special scenarios. For example, they have been used in
handling missing data in community health studies [6], where
only the kernel functions of each dimension without missing values are summed together. In [7], additive kernels are
expected to well represent the distance/similarity measures for
medical data with mixed types of features, such as features that
change over time or features that do not change.
Based on the above summary, we found that the application of AK-LS-SVM has huge potential in the real world.
However, it still faces two main challenges: 1) the classification performance of AK-LS-SVM is comparatively low
and 2) the grid search for good values for model selection
is still time consuming. The aim of this current work is to
develop a stacked hierarchical AK-LS-SVM classifier, i.e.,
deep transfer additive least square support vector machine
(DTA-LS-SVM), by integrating the stacked generalization
principle and the transfer learning mechanism, to overcome
these two challenges. Furthermore, many real-world scenarios involve imbalanced datasets. For example, in medicine,
there may be only a few examples of patients diagnosed
as having contracted diseases compared to those who are
healthy. We consider these scenarios and extend DTA-LSSVM to iDTA-LS-SVM for handling imbalanced datasets. In
the proposed hierarchical structure, each layer has an AKLS-SVM. Following the stacked generalization principle, the
original data inputs and the predictions from the previous
layer become the new data input of the next layer to enhance
the performance of the whole stacked architecture. Moreover,
transfer learning is used to guarantee a consistency between
the adjacent layers such that the previously learned model
knowledge from the previous layer can be leveraged for model
construction in the adjacent higher layer to further improve the
generalization capability. The contributions of this paper can
be summarized below.
1) The novel classifiers DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM
proposed can significantly enhance the generalization
performance of AK-LS-SVM, respectively, on balanced
and imbalanced datasets. Following the stacked generalization principle, the proposed classifiers organize
multiple modules in a layer-by-layer structure in which
every module contains an AK-LS-SVM. From the second layer, the data input space for each layer comprises
the original data features and the predictions from the
previous layer as an appended feature. Through this deep
stacking architecture, the appended feature space helps
open the manifold structure in the original data space
in a stacked way so as to achieve the classification
performance improvement.
2) Transfer learning is embedded from the second layer
in the proposed classifiers DTA-LS-SVM and iDTALS-SVM to ensure that the consistency across adjacent
layers is guaranteed and the classification capability of
the higher layer can be further enhanced. Moreover,
the kernel and regularization parameters are randomly
selected in DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM, and

AK-LS-SVM with transfer learning in each layer to
ensure the minimal leave-one-out error on the training
set of each layer is achieved by using the proposed fast
leave-one-out cross validation strategy.
3) The experimental results show that both DTA-LSSVM and iDTA-LS-SVM give improved generalization
performance and fast learning speed on seven balanced
and imbalanced UCI datasets and one real community
healthcare dataset, compared with the traditional least
square support vector machine (LS-SVM) and support
vector machine (SVM) using the same additive kernels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is introduced in Section II. In Section III the
proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM is presented. In particular,
a fast leave-one-out cross validation strategy for parameter tuning is introduced. In Section IV, the experimental results are
provided on the seven UCI datasets and one real community
healthcare dataset. Finally, the conclusions and future work
are given in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section some background knowledge of LS-SVM and
AK-LS-SVM is described because this paper involves both
proposed classifiers integrated with transfer learning in a deep
structure.
A. Shallow and Deep Architecture
Classifiers in shallow architecture traditionally consist of an
input layer, a single processing layer, and an output layer. For
example, LS-SVM and AK-LS-SVM used in this paper have
a layer of kernel function which is applied to the input, followed by a linear combination of the kernel outputs. Such
shallow machines have been widely used in classification and
regression with good performances [8]–[10]. However, shallow
architectures have problems in providing an efficient representation for certain types of functions. Deep structures are
known to comprise several layers of nonlinear operations,
such as in the neural network with many hidden layers, which
aim to learn hierarchical representations. Benefiting from the
multiple levels of representation and abstraction, deep architectures learn the complicated functions mapping the input to
the output of the data.
Using shallow classifiers like SVM in combination with
deep architectures has been proposed in the literature.
For example, Abdullah et al. [11] presented a deep
SVM (D-SVM), which used the nonlinear combinations of
kernel activations of support vectors as inputs to train an SVM
on the upper layer. Moreover, the D-SVMs were combined
with the product rule ensemble for combining multiple image
descriptors. Tang [12] used linear SVMs rather than a softmax
activation function in convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
to learn to minimize a margin-based loss instead of the crossentropy loss. In this paper, we focus on the least squares
version of SVM in deep architecture.
B. Deep Stacked Architecture
There are different types of deep architectures, such
as CNNs [13], deep belief networks (DBNs) [14], deep
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Boltzmann machines [15], and deep auto encoders [16], etc.
In this paper, the proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM is built
in a deep stacked architecture [17], which is trained in a
supervised and module-wise fashion. Unlike other deep architectures, such as DBNs, it does not employ back propagation
over all modules and does not aim to find the transformed
feature representation. To learn complex functions effectively,
it stacks multiple modules in a chain, and the outputs from
the previous layer are fed into the inputs of the module of
the next layer. Due to this nature of building a hierarchy
of simplified modules trained by itself, deep stacked architecture is relatively simple and easy to implement. Through
the deep stacked architecture, the appended feature space
opens the original data manifolds. This architecture follows
the philosophy of “stacked generalization [18]” which indeed
enhances classification performances and improves generalization in learning complex functions. In order to learn complex
functions or classifiers effectively, it stacks multiple modules
in a chain, and the outputs from the module(s) from the
previous layer are fed into the inputs of the module of the
next layer. Deep stacked architecture was first introduced in
2011 [17]. After that, a kernel version DSNs was proposed
by Deng et al. [19], which integrates deep learning and kernel
learning. By using the kernel trick, the hidden neurons in each
DSN layer becomes infinity. Another novel DSNs, which is
called tensor-DSNs was presented by Hutchinson et al. [20].
In this method, each module has a bilinear mapping from
two hidden layers to the output layer by incorporating higher
order statistics of the hidden binary features through a weight
tensor. Vinyals et al. [21] proposed a recursive perceptual
representation using layers of linear SVMs and incorporating with random projections of weak predictions from each
layer.
Through the deep stacked architecture, the appended feature
space using the predictions from the module(s) of the previous
layers open the original data manifolds such that the generalization performances may be improved. There are two ways
to append the feature space with the increase of the depth in
deep stacking architecture. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), the new
feature space for the module in the higher layer comes from
the concatenation of the predicted outputs from all the modules of the previous layers and the original input features. The
mentioned work above belongs to this category. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a different type to append feature space on which this
paper concentrates. In this paper, the new feature space for the
module of the higher layer comes from the concatenation of
the predicted outputs, that is, from the module of the original
input features and the predicted outputs only for the module
of the previous layer.
C. Transfer Learning
Transfer learning has been another important research topic
in machine learning. Given a source domain DS and its learning task TS , a target domain DT and its learning task TT , The
goal of transfer learning is to help improve the learning process
in DT by leveraging the knowledge in DS , when DS = DT , or
TS = TT . In our scenario, from the bottom to top in the deep
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Two ways to expand the feature space in deep stacked architecture.
(a) fl is the prediction from the previous module l. (b) f changes with the current module layer. For example, in module 2, f = f1 , in module 3, f = f2 , . . . ,
in module L, f = fL−1 .

stacked architecture, the module of the previous layer is used
as the source domain, and the adjacent module of next layer
is used as the target domain.
In the proposed deep stacking architecture, the adjacent
models always have the same original feature space, and an
additional feature is taken as the appended feature for the
predictions of the adjacent layers to reflect the discriminative
information about the classes in the original feature space.
Therefore, we can postulate that there is a certain consistency between DS and DT such that transfer learning between
the adjacent layers can be introduced. In other words, it is
worthwhile embedding transfer learning into the deep stacking
architecture, which uses previously learned knowledge from
DS to help the learning process in DT .
To deploy transfer learning, the main question is “what
to transfer.” It asks which part of knowledge is used to
transfer across domains or tasks. From the literature, the
leveraged knowledge can be categorized into instances-,
feature-, or model/parameters-based transfer learning [22]. The
instance-transfer approach reweights certain data points in the
source domain for use in the target domain [23], [24]. The
feature-representation-transfer approach encodes the transferred knowledge across domains into a shared representative
feature structure, and the target model is guided in the new feature space [25], [26]. The model/parameter-transfer approach
assumes that the source and target domains share parameters
to some extent or prior distributions of the classifier [27], [28].
For readers who are interested, the following articles are suggested for further investigation: [22], [29], [30]. In this paper,
the transfer learning used belongs to the model/parametersbased transfer category.
III. P ROPOSED D EEP T RANSFER L EAST S QUARES
S UPPORT V ECTOR M ACHINE
We use S = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xN , yN )} to represent the dataset
adopted in this paper. The input set is denoted as X and the corresponding output set is denoted as Y. xi = (x1i , x2i , . . . , xdi ) ∈
X ⊂ Rd , yi ∈ {+1, −1}, and each sample xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N)
contains d features. The general framework of DTA-LS-SVM
is illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the proposed
approach is built with multiple layers of AK-LS-SVM-based
modules in a stacked structure. The original data are given
as data inputs to layer 1. For each module from layer 2, a
transfer-based AK-LS-SVM is trained using the transformed
data with the original features and the appended feature, where
values are the previous layers’ predictions. Moreover, model
transfer is embedded to leverage relevant model knowledge
from the adjacent module of the previous layer.
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Hierarchical architecture and learning process of DTA-LS-SVM.

In the whole framework, the stacked generalization principle and the unfolding of manifold structure existing in the
original data input space by concatenating the predictions
from the adjacent module of the previous layer guarantee the
improvement on the generalization capability. Moreover, transfer learning is used to maintain similarity across the adjacent
modules by leveraging the previously learned knowledge from
the previous module such that the generalization capability
also can be improved as well.

of Remp and the smoothness or simplicity enforced by a
small (f ).
In the first processing layer L1 in the framework of DTALS-SVM, a traditional AK-LS-SVM is used to find an optimal
hyperplane f (x) = wT ϕ(x) + b. The regularization term is
set to be (f ) = (1/2)w2 and the loss function to be the
weighted square loss Remp (f (x)i , yi ) = (f (xi )−yi )2 . Therefore,
the learning problem in (4) becomes
min J(w, b) =

N
1
C1  2
w1 2 +
ξi1
2
2

A. AK-LS-SVM and Its Adaptive Regularization

w,b

AK-LS-SVM is based on statistical learning theory which is
formulated on the structural risk minimization principle. The
learning process can be formalized as an optimization problem
that minimizes the structural risk as follows:

s.t. yi = wT1 ϕ(xi1 ) + b1 + ξi1
i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(f ) + C

N


Remp (f (xi ), yi )

(4)

i=1

where (f ) is a regularization term that encodes some notion
of smoothness for f and prevent overfitting. Remp is a chosen convex loss function that evaluates the quality of f on the
instance {xi , yi }. C gives a tradeoff between the minimization

i=1

(5)

where C is the regularization parameter and ϕ(xi1 ) =
i ), ϕ̃(xi ), . . . , ϕ̃(xi ), . . . , ϕ̃(xi )), and ϕ(x ) is a fea(ϕ̃(x11
i1
21
k1
d1
ture mapping such that the additive kernel K below can be
adopted in (5)





  
j1
K xi1 , xj1 = ϕ(xi1 )T ϕ xj1 = dk=1 k xki1 , xk . (6)

In this paper, an additive Gaussian kernel [5] is adopted, i.e.,
j1
i1
2
j1
k(xki1 , xk ) = e(−(xk −xk )/δ ) , where δ is the kernel width.
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Ll , which leverages the source model in Ll−1 to have λl wl−1 ,
which is represented as
N
Cl  2
1
ξli
min J(wl , bl ) = wl − λl wl−1 2 +
2
2
i=1
 
s.t. yi = wTl ϕ xi + bl + ξli
i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(8)
The corresponding Lagrangian Ll of (5) is


Ll wl , bl , ξ l ; α l = J(wl , bl )
Fig. 3.

Augmented space Xl of X.

+

N




 
αli yi − wTl ϕ xi − bl − ξli

(9)

i=1

From the next processing layer Ll , (l = 2, 3, . . . , L), transfer
learning is used to leverage model knowledge from DS(l−1)
(source domain) to DTl (target domain), For example, first,
the optimal wS(l−1) is found by minimizing (5) in DS(l−1) ,
then when DTl is encountered, a model is constructed in which
wTl gets as close as possible to the known wS(l−1) . Through
editing the regularization term, the learning classification task
from the second processing layer becomes the corresponding
transfer-based AK-LS-SVM, that is
N


1
wTl − wS(l−1) 2 + Cl
ξil2 .
2
2

(7)

i=1

Moreover, the regularization term can be further revised to
wTl − λl wS(l−1)  by adding the weighting factor λl to control
the degree to which the new model is close to the source
model. This evaluates the similarity between wS(l−1) and wTl
in the optimization problem above.

where α l ∈ RN is the vector of all Lagrangian multipliers.
With respect to wl , ξli , and αli , the optimal condition can be
calculated by

 
∂Ll
= 0 ⇒ wl = λl wl−1 +
αli ϕ xi
∂wl
n

∂Ll
= 0 ⇒ ξli = αli /Cl
(11)
∂ξli
 
∂Ll
= 0 ⇒ yi = wTl ϕ xi + bl + ξli .
(12)
∂αli
Note that the optimal solution wl in (10) is given by the sum
of the source model scaled by parameter λl and a new model
is built on the new data inputs. When λl is 0, wl returns to the
original formulation in a traditional AK-LS-SVM model; no
learned knowledge can be leveraged from the previous source
model.
Combining (10), (11) with (12), we obtain
N


B. Transfer Learning in DTA-LS-SVM and Its Fast
Leave-One-Out Cross Validation
In this section, we describe in detail how to use transfer
learning across modules in DTA-LS-SVM. As demonstrated
in Fig. 2, the proposed classifier is built by multiple layers
of modules, which from the second module, each learns a
transfer-based AK-LS-SVM on the original data inputs with
an additional feature whose values are the predictions from the
module of the previous layer. The core motivation of DTALS-SVM is that when the deeper structure is well trained,
it tends to do a better job at disentangling the underlying
factors of variation [31]. The recursive leverage of previous
predictions helps to move apart the manifolds in the original
data in a stacked way such that a better separability can be
achieved [21].
As mentioned in Section III-A, in the first processing layer
L1 , a traditional AK-LS-SVM model is constructed using the
additive kernel defined in (5) giving the decision function
f1 (xi ) = wT1 ϕ(xi ) + b1 . Also the predicted label vector F1
of X is obtained, where F1 = (f1 (x1 ), f1 (x2 ), . . . , f1 (xN )).
From the processing layer Ll (l = 2, 3, . . . L), the new data
input Xl is the augmentation of the original data input set X
and the predicted label vector Fl−1 from the previous layer,
which can be denoted as X ⊕ Fl−1 for simplicity. Xl is illustrated in Fig. 3. The transfer-based AK-LS-SVM is used in

(10)

i=1

 T  
 
αli ϕ xi ϕ xj + bl + αli /Cl = yi − λl wTl−1 ϕ xi .

(13)

i=1

The above equation can be written in matrix form
Y − λl Y l
K l + Cl−1 I 1 α l
=
0
0 bl
1T

(14)

where K l = [K(xi , xj )]N∗N , I is a diagonal matrix with unity
diagonal entries, Y is the actual labels of training samples,
and Y l is the predicted labels of training samples that are
obtained from the source model, i.e., Y = [y1 ; · · · ; yN ],
Y l = [yl1 ; · · · ; ylN ] = [wTl−1 ϕ(xl1 ); · · · ; wTl−1 ϕ(xlN )] =
N
N


i=1 α(l−1)i K(x(l−1)i , xl1 ), · · · ,
i=1 α(l−1)i K(x(l−1)i , xlN ) .
Here, Y l can be obtained in a kernel form as long as the
previous model wl−1 and the current model wl use the same
kernel. Therefore, for the safe use of the adopted Gaussian
additive kernel, δ in each model must be the same.
Hl represents the first matrix on the left-hand side of (14);
the model parameters can be calculated simply using a matrix
inversion
αl
Y − λl Y l
=Q
bl
0

(15)

where Ql = H−1
l . It can be observed that λl , α l , and
bl can be calculated accordingly from (15), and wl and bl
from (10) and (12), respectively.
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In order to find the optimal value for parameter λl efficiently and effectively, we propose a fast leave-one-out
cross-validation method for parameter tuning.
Hl is decomposed into its block representation and the first
row and the first column are isolated, that is
Hl =

K l + Cl−1 I
1T

hT1l
H(−1)l

h
1
= 11l
h1l
0

(16)

α l(−i) and bl(−i) represent the model parameters in the ith
iteration of the leave-one-out cross validation procedure. In
the first iteration, where the first training sample is excluded,
we have
α (−1)l
− λl Y (−1)l
Y
= Q(−1)l (−1)
b(−1)l
0

(17)

T
where Q(−1)l = H−1
(−1)l and Y (−1) = (y2 , y3 , . . . , yN , 0) . We
denote the predicted label on the ith sample excluded from
the training dataset by ỹil , and the predicted label for the first
training sample becomes

α (−1)l
+ λl Y l
b(−1)l


= hT1l Q(−1)l Y (−1) − λl Y (−1) + λl Y l .

ỹ1l = hT1l

(18)

Considering the last N equations in (14), we get
[h1l H(−1)l ][α Tl bl ]T = (Y (−1) − λl Y (−1) ), and


ỹ1l = hT1l Q(−1)l h1l H(−1)l [α1l , . . . , αNl , bl ]T + λl Y (−1)
= hT1 Ql(−1) h1 α1 + hT1 [α2l , . . . , αNl , bl ]T + λl Y (−1) . (19)
From (14), the first equation of the system is y1 −λl y1(−1)l =
h11l α1l + hlT1 [α2l , α3l , . . . , αNl , bl ]T , and hence ỹ1 = y1 −
α1l (h11l − hT1l Q(−1)l h1l ). Finally, by using Ql = H(−1)l and
the block matrix inversion lemma we can obtain
Ql =

v−1

Q(−1)l + v−1 Q(−1)l hT1l h1l Q(−1)l

− v−1 h1l Q(−1)l
− v−1 Q(−1)l hT1l

(20)

where v = h11l − hT1l Q(−1)l h1l . Since the system of linear
equations in (14) is insensitive to permutations of the ordering
of the equations, then
ỹil = yi − αil /Qiil

(21)

T
 T
T 
T
By defining [α T
l , bl ] = Ql [y , 0], [α l , bl ] = Ql [Y , 0],


and α l = α l − λl α l , then we can obtain

ỹil = yi −

αil
λl αil
+
.
Qiil
Qiil

(22)

It can be seen from (22) that α l and λl have a linear relationship, which means that after determining λl , the learning
model can be obtained as well. The optimal λl is supposed
to keep the same sign of ỹil and yi for all training samples.
However, it might cause many local minima issues due to
nonconvex formulation. Thus, in the end the following loss
function is adopted, which is similar to the hinge loss:

 
 αil − λl αil 


(23)
l(ỹil , yi ) = |1 − ỹil yi |+ = yi

Qiil
+
where |x|+ = max{0, x}. This is a convex upper bound to the
leave-one-out misclassification loss, and it prefers solutions in

which ỹi has an absolute value equal to or larger than 1 and
the same sign as yi . Finally, the objective function is
N


l(ỹil , yi )

i=i

s.t. 0 ≤ λl ≤ D

(24)

where D is a constant. A regularization based on this can
induce numerical stability. This optimization process can be
implemented by a projected subgradient descent algorithm,
and the pseudocode in given in Algorithm 1. After obtaining λl , α l , and bl can be calculated accordingly from (15),
and then wl and bl from (10), (11), and (12).
As a result, we can obtain the decision function fl (xil ) =
T
wl ϕ(xil )+bl on Ll (l ≥ 2), and the predicted label vector Fl =
(fl (x1l ), fl (x2l ), . . . , fl (xNl )) for Xl . The processing layer continues to be added until the prediction accuracy performance
has no improvement or the improvement is negligible, (i.e.,
||Fl − Fl−1 ||2F < ). Here, the complete learning algorithm of
the proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM is given in Algorithm 2
that outputs the final decision function. Please note that in
this paper we select the parameter Cl from comparatively
big intervals, i.e., Cl ∈ {1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500}, to
guarantee diversities between the modules from adjacent layers. However, Cl can also be selected from different intervals
depending upon the piratical situations.
In DTA-LS-SVM, transfer learning is embedded from the
second layer. Referring to (10), we can observe that the classification on the lth (l >= 2) layer is in fact achieved in
a way like a combination of multiple kernel functions from
different layers. According to the excellent generalization performances of multikernel classifiers [32]–[34], the module
from the second layer in the proposed approach is supposed to
obtain a better generalization performance than the previous
one. In this sense, the learning process under such a stacked
architecture tends to be greedy. Our experiments show that
normally L = 3, 4, or 5 is an appropriate reference for small
or medium datasets. If L is too big, it might lead to overfitting
issues.
The proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM can be extended to
explain the multiclassification tasks. The one-against-all strategy may be used to find the multiple decision functions that
separate one class from the remaining classes. In the end, the
predicted label of the new input data sample xi is determined
by maxk=1,...,M yk (xi ), where M denotes the number of the
classes.
C. Computational Complexity
One highlight of the proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM is
its fast computational ability of the leave-one-out cross validation in the deep architecture. Its computational cost can
be represented as O(N 3 + (L − 1)(N 3 + N)). First it includes
the traditional AK-LS-SVM model construction on the first
layer. Therefore, the complexity of this part is O(N 3 ). From
the layer (l ≥ 2), the computational cost of each module consists of two parts. The first part includes the calculation of the
matrix Ql by the inverse related to the training set on the Ll , in
which the corresponding computational complexity is O(N 3 ).
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Algorithm 1 Learning Algorithm of Transfer Additive
LS-SVM
Input: wl−1 , Xl , Y, Cl and kernel width σ
Output: λl
Procedure
1: Calculate Ql by using Ql = H(−1)l and Eq. (17).
2: Calculate α l , α l
3: t = 1
4: Repeat
α
λ α 
ỹil = yi − Qli + Ql il , i = 1, 2, . . . , N
iil
iil
di ← 1{ỹil yi > 0}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N
α 
λl ← λl − √1t di yi Qiilil
If λl > D then λl ← D
End if
λl ← max(λl , 0)
t ←t+1
Step 5: Until convergence
Step 6: Output λl

Step
Step
Step
Step

The second part includes the computational complexity of
each iteration in Algorithm 1 to optimize (24), which can
be represented as O(N). Therefore, the entire computational
cost of DTA-LS-SVM becomes O(N 3 + (L − 1)(N 3 + N)) =
O(LN 3 + (L − 1)N).
Let us consider the traditional leave-one-out cross-validation
strategy on SVM. Theoretically, it takes O(N 3 ) to train an
SVM. By using specific speed-up strategies [35], the training time can be accelerated to O(N) − O(N 2.3 ) such that
the leave-one-out cross validation time on SVM becomes
O(N ∗ N) − O(N ∗ N 2.3 ) = O(N 2 ) − O(N 3.3 ). Considering
the grid search for generalization parameter C (s1 grid values)
and kernel width σ (s2 grid values), the computational complexity of SVM becomes s1 s2 O(N 2 )−s1 s2 O(N 3.3 ). In general,
s1 and s2 are normally greater than 3 in the experiments, and
the number L of layers in DTA-LS-SVM is small (3 ≤ L ≤ 5).
Therefore, although it seems that the computational complexity of SVM may be less than that of DTA-LS-SVM, our
experiments reveal that the actual running time of SVM with
grid search actually is much longer than that of DTA-LS-SVM.
In terms of LS-SVM, the computational complexity to train
an LS-SVM is O(N 3 ) due to the calculation of the matrix
Q by the inverse of H. Therefore, the computational complexity of leave-one-out cross validation on LS-SVM becomes
s1 s2 O(N ∗ N 3 ) = s1 s2 O(N 4 ). Moreover, LS-SVM could use
the fast leave-one-out cross validation strategy discussed in
Section III-B. Referring to (22) and (23) with λl equal to 0,
the computational complexity of LS-SVM could be accelerated into s1 s2 O(N 3 + N). In summary, the proposed classifier
DTA-LS-SVM has a superior advantage in the running speed,
compared with SVM and LS-SVM.
D. Extension on Imbalanced Datasets
The proposed classifier DTA-LS-SVM is based on the AKLS-SVM framework. However, it is often the case in many
real-world scenarios that the datasets are imbalanced. This is

7

Algorithm 2 Learning Algorithm of DTA-LS-SVM
Input: training set X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ], xi ∈ Rd ,
output set Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ], yi ∈ {+1, −1} for binary
classification, kernel width δ, number of layers L, l = 1
Output: The stacked structure of DTA-LS-SVM with
tuned parameter values
Procedure
Step 1:
1.1
Choose
the
regularization
parameter
∈
C1 randomly from seven values, i.e., C1
{1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500}.
1.2 Construct the 1st module using the additive kernel
LS-SVM shown in Eq. (4) and obtain w1 , b1 and the predicted
labels F1 (f1 (x11 ), f1 (x21 ), · · · , f1 (xN1 )).
Step 2: l = l + 1
Step 3: For l = 2 : L do
3.1 Xl = X ⊕ Fl−1
3.2
Choose
the
regularization
parame∈
ter Cl randomly from seven values, i.e., Cl
{1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500}.
3.3 Construct the lth module by invoking Algorithm 1
on Xl and obtain λl .
3.4 Calculate wl using Eq. (12), Eq. (13), Eq. (15) and
the
predicted labels Fl (fl (x1l ), fl (x2l ), · · · , fl (xNl )).
Step 4: Calculate F = ||Fl − Fl−1 ||2F
Step 5: If F ≤ (a given threshold)
End else
Step 6: l = l + 1
Step 7: Output the stacked structure of the proposed
classifier DTA-LS-SVM with tuned parameter values and the
decision function in the L-th module as the final decision
function.

especially true when dealing with datasets involving medical
problems. For example, a dataset will be imbalanced due to far
more cases of a diagnosis of malignancy within cancer cases
compared to those that are benign or cancer free. We found that
DTA-LS-SVM can be naturally extended to its cost-sensitive
or imbalanced version such that our method is also suitable
for imbalanced datasets.
The problem with imbalanced datasets is that the decision
boundary tends to get too close to the positive class (i.e.,
minority class). Therefore, the decision boundary needs to be
pushed away from positive instances. One solution is to give
different error costs to the positive and negative classes [36].
There are several ways to achieve this goal. However, in this
paper we only change the objective functions of AK-LS-SVM
into (25) for an imbalanced dataset
⎡
N+
N−  2 N+
1
C
2
⎣
ξi +
min J(w, b) = w +
w,b
2
2 N
N
i=1

s.t. yi = w ϕ(xi ) + b + ξi
T

N


⎤
ξi2 ⎦

i=N + +1

(25)
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where N + and N − represents the numbers of samples in the
positive and negative classes, respectively, in the N samples,
i.e., when (25) is applied to AK-LS-SVM, we term DTA-LSSVM as iDTA-LS-SVM for an imbalanced dataset.
Similar to the mathematical derivations from (9) to (15), we
easily find that only Hl in the first matrix in (14) needs to be
changed into the following representation:
Hl =
where

⎛ N−
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
E=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

N

0
0
0
0
0

0
..
.
0
0
..
.
0

K l + Cl−1 E 1
0
1T

(26)

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
..
.

0
0
0

N−
N

0

N+
N

0
0

0
0

0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎠

(27)
F-score = 2 ∗

N+
N

and the remaining derivations remain the same such that
iDTA-LS-SVM can be applied on imbalanced datasets. By
comparing Hl in (26) with the first matrix in (14), we can find
that only the difference is between E in (26) and I in (14). Only
under the condition that N − equals N + , E degenerates into I
such that iDTA-LS-SVM can handle balanced datasets as well.
In addition, it is obvious that iDTA-LS-SVM has the same
computational complexity of leave-one-out cross validation as
that for DTA-LS-SVM.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In the experiments, the proposed classifiers DTA-LS-SVM
and iDTA-LS-SVM were evaluated on balanced and imbalanced UCI datasets and one real world dataset. In order to
make the comparison fair, their classification performances are
compared with those using the traditional LS-SVM and SVM
with additive kernels. During the data preparation process, all
values in the datasets were normalized. For any original UCI
datasets with missing data, the records with missing values
were first removed and then the processed datasets were used
in the experiments. To evaluate methods on balanced datasets,
the accuracy and F-score were used as metrics. On imbalanced
datasets, only the F-score was used as a metric. This considers for example, that with an imbalance ratio 99:1, a method
labeling each data input with a positive class is 99% accurate, but it is useless as a classifier to find out the negative
class. Therefore, metrics precision and recall were adopted
for imbalanced datasets. Precision is defined as the number
of correct positive results divided by the number of all positive results, while recall is defined as the number of correct
positive results divided by the number of positive results that
should have been found. The F-score is a weighted average of
the precision and recall
true positive
true positive + false positive
true positive
Recall =
true positive + false negative

Precision =

TABLE I
UCI DATASETS D ESCRIPTION

(28)
(29)

precision ∗ recall
.
precision + recall

(30)

The F-score was used to measure the performances on imbalanced datasets in Lin et al. [37], Zou et al. [38], and Tan [39].
In this paper, this metric was also used to evaluate iDTALS-SVM and comparative methods. In the experiments, each
dataset was randomly split into the corresponding training and
testing sets in the ratio 7:3. This process was repeated ten
times such that every sample from the dataset might have a
chance to be used in the training and testing sets. In the end,
the mean and standard deviation of metrics(s) on training and
testing sets were calculated. All the experiments were implemented using 64-bit MATLAB on a computer with an Intel
Core i5-6300 2.40 GHz CPU and 8.00 GB RAM.
A. UCI Public Datasets
In this section, DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM with the
traditional LS-SVM and SVM using additive kernels are compared. Seven public UCI datasets were adopted in which three
were imbalanced and four were balanced. These UCI datasets
are summarized in Table I.
In the experiments, different additive kernels were tried
to find the most suitable one for DTA-LS-SVM, iDTALS-SVM and the comparative methods on each dataset.
Here, only the experimental results using the selected kernel
(Gaussian additive kernel) are displayed. For DTA-LS-SVM
and iDTA-LS-SVM, the number of modules is set to 3 or
4 due to the small or medium sample size of the adopted
datasets. is set to 0.1. δ is set to be the average value of
the standard deviations for all respective features. For the
comparative methods, the grid search algorithm with tenfold cross-validation was used to find the optimal values
for parameters C and δ which could give the best performances. The values of {1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500} and
{0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200} were searched for C and
δ, respectively, in the experiments. Here, only the performances using the optimal parameters are displayed.
Table II shows the experimental results of DTA-LS-SVM
and the comparative methods on imbalanced datasets. Table III
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON BALANCED UCI DATASETS

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON I MBALANCED UCI DATASETS

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE Australian DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE Diabetic DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

shows the experimental results of iDTA-LS-SVM and the comparative methods on balanced datasets. During the training
process of both DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM classifiers,
the first module (i.e., the first layer) was constructed to obtain
the training accuracy after comparing the predicted and actual
labels. If the training accuracy of the adjacent higher layer was
improving continuously, one more layer was added and training continued. If the training accuracy of the adjacent layer
remained the same or even dropped, the process was stopped.
To elaborate, one complete training process on the Australian
dataset is described. For this dataset, the training (testing)
accuracy is 0.8589 (0.8173), respectively, after the first module, and 0.8734 (0.8365), respectively, after the second module
(i.e., the second layer). Since the accuracies are increasing,
training of the third and forth module continued, and 0.8880
(0.8702) accuracy for the third module and 0.8734 (0.8365)
accuracy for the fourth module was obtained. After the third
module, a decrease in the accuracy can be seen. Therefore,
the accuracy performances on the third module are used,

which indeed outperforms the comparative methods. From the
performance results shown in Table II, DTA-LS-SVM obtains
considerably higher testing accuracies than those using the
comparative methods on the adopted balanced UCI datasets.
In terms of the experimental results on the imbalanced datasets
displayed in Table III, iDTA-LS-SVM maintains the advantage on the F-scores compared to other methods. From these
two tables, the performance increases from DTA-LS-SVM and
iDTA-LS-SVM are not dramatic. However, compared to LSSVM, it becomes consistently better. In some cases, LS-SVM
performs worse than SVM, but DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LSSVM always perform better. Overall, the proposed classifiers
DT-AK-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM exhibited good generalization performances on both balanced and imbalanced
datasets.
Moreover, to observe the behavior of the proposed classifiers, we divided the training and testing sets at different
ratios on each UCI dataset to evaluate their classification performances. The training and testing sets ratios were set to 6:4,
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TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE credit approval DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE mammographic DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

TABLE VIII
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE breast cancer DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

TABLE IX
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE Pima Indians DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

TABLE X
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE Indians liver DATASET W ITH D IFFERENT R ATIOS OF T RAINING AND T ESTING DATA

5:5, 4:6, and 3:7 on each UCI datasets. Tables IV–VII display
the experimental results of DTA-LS-SVM and the comparative methods on all the balanced datasets in terms of accuracy
and F score. Tables VIII–X contain the experimental results
of iDTA-LS-SVM and the comparative methods for all the
imbalanced datasets, in terms of F-scores. On each table, the
best results have been highlighted in bold. In terms of training
accuracy and F-score, when changing the ratios, DTA-LSSVM and iDTA-LS-SVM do not exhibit an increasing trend
as seen in LS-SVM and SVM when the size of the training set increases. The reason might be that DTA-LS-SVM
and iDTA-LS-SVM essentially are multiple kernel combination methods, which have a stronger representation capability
for smaller training datasets. Importantly, it is easily seen
that after changing the ratios of training and testing sets, the
proposed classifiers DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM still

outperform LS-SVM and SVM on the testing accuracies of
all seven datasets. This can be seen, for example, in Table V
for the mammographic dataset at the 5:5 ratio; DTA-LS-SVM
not only performs the best in terms of overall accuracy but also
has the highest F score on the testing sets. Another example is
for the imbalanced Pima Indians dataset in Table IX in which
iDTA-LS-SVM maintains an advantage over the comparative
methods in terms of the F-score on the testing set. Overall,
the experimental results demonstrate that DTA-LS-SVM and
iDTA-LS-SVM are tolerant to the change of training sample
size and is a favorable choice for balanced and imbalanced
datasets in terms of the generalization capability.
In terms of the average training and testing time, Table XI
in the 7:3 ratio case shows that DTA-LS-SVM and iDTALS-SVM take much less training time compared to the other
methods. As explained in Section III-C, the running time of
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TABLE XI
T RAINING AND T ESTING T IME (S ECONDS ) ON S EVEN UCI DATASETS

TABLE XII
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE MIHC DATASET U SING iDTA-LS-SVM

DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM is the summation of the
running time in each module plus the running time for the
parameter tuning of λl (l = 1, 2, . . . , L) using a fast leaveone-out cross validation strategy. The regularization parameter
Cl (l = 1, 2, . . . , L) in each module and the kernel width
δ can be randomly chosen instead of using model selection
strategy, which also significantly reduces the running time.
Conversely, LS-SVM and SVM take much more time to produce the optimal values for C and δ by searching from 8
and 9 grid values, respectively, which is much more computationally expensive. After this comparison, DTA-LS-SVM and
iDTA-LS-SVM exhibited superior advantages in running times
compared to other methods.
B. Real-World Dataset: the Community Healthcare Dataset
In this section, a real community healthcare dataset was used
in the experiments to investigate performances of the proposed
classifiers DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM.
This dataset was collected in the nurse-led PolyU-Henry G.
Leong Mobile Integrative Health Care Centre (MIHC) [40] in
August 2013. It contains 444 patient records with 33 features,
such as demographic, socio-economic, social relationship, and
social participation data. Additionally, information on the
patients’ health history, such as smoking and drinking habits,
chronic illnesses, and data from a series of health assessments
with descriptions was included. Due to the nature of both the
tests performed on the mobile clinic and the patients’ themselves, some values in the dataset were missing. For example,
language barriers affect the communications between nurses
and patients. The missing values in the dataset were filled in by
using the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) imputation method [41]
with their corresponding values from the nearest-neighbor
columns using the corresponding Euclidean distance.
The label information is the overall quality of life (QOL)
score on a 1–5 scale of 444 patients obtained using the
World Heath Organization questionnaire on QOL: from the

Hong Kong short version framework [42], [43]. After analysis, the proportion of the two constructed classes (“poor” and
“good”) was 122 and 322, respectively. We aim to construct a
classifier to predict the QOL of elderly patients (poor or good)
using these 33 features from this MIHC dataset.
Since the two classes were originally imbalanced, iDTALS-SVM was used on the datasets, and its classification
performance was compared with those using DTA-LS-SVM,
LS-SVM, and SVM. In addition, for iDTA-LS-SVM and DTALS-SVM, experiments were divided into two parts for more
detailed comparisons.
1) Part (a): In layer 1 of DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LSSVM, the complete portion of the MIHC dataset, which
had no missing data was used to train an AK-LS-SVM
model. From layer 2, the whole dataset after imputation and its corresponding predictions from the previous
model were used as the new data input.
2) Part (b): In layer 1 of DTA-LS-SVM and iDTALS-SVM, the whole MIHC dataset was used after
imputation as the input.
The number of processing layers in both DTA-LS-SVM
and iDTA-LS-SVM was set to 3 in these experiments. The
ratio of training and testing data sets was set to 7:3. The
classification accuracies and the running time of DTA-LSSVM, iDTA-LS-SVM and the comparative methods on the
training and testing datasets are listed in Tables XII–XIV.
From the experimental results, iDTA-LS-SVM in Part (b) has
achieved the best testing accuracy (0.7425) and an F-score
of 0.8553 compared to DTA-LS-SVM, LS-SVM and SVM
on the MIHC dataset. In Part (a), it achieved an accuracy
of 0.7331 and an F-score of 0.8492, which are still higher
than other methods. It shows that iDTA-LS-SVM is more
suitable for classification on imbalanced datasets. The traditional LS-SVM had the worst accuracy and F-score on the
testing dataset, iDTA-LS-SVM based on the combination of
several AK-LS-SVM modules achieved the best accuracy. We
believe that this performance improvement has arisen from
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TABLE XIII
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS ON THE MIHC DATASET U SING DTA-LS-SVM AND THE OTHER C OMPARATIVE M ETHODS

TABLE XIV
T RAINING AND T ESTING T IME (S ECONDS ) ON THE MIHC DATASET

the stacked generalization principle and the transfer learning
mechanism. In terms of the running time, DTA-LS-SVM and
iDTA-LS-SVM remains superior over LS-SVM and SVM.
In addition, we also notice that in the experimental results of
DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM, both accuracy and F-score
on the testing data set are higher than those on the training data
set. There might be two reasons to explain these results. First,
DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM used the stacked hierarchical architecture to enhance generalization performances and
this is reflected in the obtained results. Second, in the data
preparation, the KNN imputation method was used to fill in
missing values in the MIHC dataset. Following this procedure, the distributions in the training and testing sets might be
mismatched. Referring to González and Abu-Mostafa’s [44]
conclusions, we postulate that mismatched distributions also
occurred in this experiment, which may have caused a higher
testing accuracy and F-score in DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LSSVM.

TABLE XV
AVERAGE R ANKINGS OF DTA-LS-SVM AND THE C OMPARATIVE
M ETHODS ON BALANCED DATASETS IN T ERMS OF ACCURACY
(p-VALUE = 0.049787)

TABLE XVI
H OLM P OST-H OC C OMPARISON R ESULTS FOR DTA-LS-SVM AND THE
OTHER M ETHODS IN T ERMS OF ACCURACY W ITH α = 0.05

TABLE XVII
AVERAGE R ANKINGS OF DTA-LS-SVM AND THE C OMPARATIVE
M ETHODS ON BALANCED DATASETS IN T ERMS OF F1-S CORE
(p-VALUE= 0.038774)

C. Statistical Analysis
In order to detect significant differences among the experimental results of the proposed methods and the comparative
methods, we also carried out the Friedman ranking test
followed by Holm post-hoc test [45], [46] for multiple comparisons on the testing sets of four balanced and four imbalanced
datasets in which the ratio of training and testing data sets is
7:3. The Friedman ranking test was used to evaluate whether
there was a statistically significant difference among these
methods. The null hypothesis is that there is no statistically
difference. If the p-value is smaller than 0.5, the null hypothesis is rejected. The Holm post-hoc test was used to further
verify if there was a statistical difference between the best
Friedman ranking method and each remaining method. We
used α = 0.05 as the level of confidence in all cases. First,
we conducted two Friedman ranking tests to assess whether
there are significant differences between: 1) DTA-LS-SVM
and the comparative methods on four balanced UCI datasets
in terms of accuracy and F1-score and 2) iDTA-LS-SVM and
the comparative methods on three imbalanced UCI datasets
and one real-world TRUS dataset in terms of F1-score. Here,
experimental results of both parts (a) and (b) on the TRUS
dataset were included.

The ranking results of Friedman test (1) in terms of accuracy
and F1-score are shown in Tables XV and XVII, respectively.
The results reveal that there are significant differences in the
both performance metrics between DTA-LS-SVM and other
comparative methods. Then we conducted the Holm posthoc tests to compare the best ranking method DTA-LS-SVM
with LS-SVM and SVM in terms of accuracy and F1-score,
and presented the results in Tables XVI and XVIII, where
the methods are ranked according to the obtained z-values.
Holm post-hoc test rejects the hypothesis of equivalence for
the methods with p < α/i. According to the results in these
tables, we know that DTA-LS-SVM is at least comparable to
LS-SVM and SVM on balanced datasets in terms of accuracy; and is at least comparable to LS-SVM and statistically
outperforms SVM on balanced datasets in terms of F1-score.
The ranking results of Friedman test (2) are shown in
Table XIX. The results reveal that there are significant differences in terms of F1-score between iDTA-LS-SVM and
the other comparative methods. Then we conducted the Holm
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TABLE XVIII
H OLM P OST-H OC C OMPARISON R ESULTS FOR DTA-LS-SVM AND THE
OTHER M ETHODS IN T ERMS OF F1-S CORE W ITH α = 0.05

TABLE XIX
AVERAGE R ANKINGS OF iDTA-LS-SVM AND THE C OMPARATIVE
M ETHODS ON I MBALANCED DATASETS IN T ERMS OF F1-S CORE
(p-VALUE = 0.022371)
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that both DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM have the potential
to be applied in a real world application.
Even though the proposed methods show a promising
performance, this paper has some limitations that will be
addressed in the future work. For example, DT-AK-LS-SVM
has to use the same kernel in every processing layer. The
proposed model will be investigated using different kernels in
the stacked architecture to further improve the generalization
performance.
R EFERENCES

TABLE XX
H OLM P OST-H OC C OMPARISON R ESULTS FOR iDTA-LS-SVM AND THE
OTHER M ETHODS W ITH α = 0.05

post-hoc test to compare the best ranking method iDTA-LSSVM with LS-SVM and SVM, and presented the results in
Table XX. According to the obtained results, iDTA-LS-SVM
outperforms the other methods on imbalanced datasets in terms
of F1-score in our experiments.
In summary, the proposed methods are at least comparable
to or even better than LS-SVM and SVM in terms of accuracy
and/or F1-score with the faster learning speed.
V. C ONCLUSION
AK-LS-SVM has been applied recently in many classification tasks. In this paper, to improve its generalization
performance and learning speed, we proposed the novel classifier DTA-LS-SVM to be applied to balanced datasets, which
follows the stacked generalization principle and transfer learning mechanism, and its extended version iDTA-LS-SVM on
imbalanced datasets. DTA-LS-SVM and iDTA-LS-SVM stack
multiple AK-LS-SVMs layer-by-layer, where the prediction
from the previous module becomes one additional feature
space together with the original data inputs to train the next
module of the next layer. Moreover, transfer learning is embedded into the deep architecture to guarantee consistency across
adjacent modules, and thus the classification capability of the
module at the higher layer can be further enhanced. In addition, transfer learning based on AK-LS-SVM can perfectly
formulate a fast leave-one-out cross validation strategy for the
learning parameter tuning such that even though the kernel
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